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NEXT MEETING DATE: September 13, 2012

CLUB OFFICERS:

Olbrich Botanical Gardens
3330 Atwood Ave. Madison, WI

President .............................................................Matthew
Treasurer.................................................................John
Librarian ...................................................................Greg
Newsletter/Website ........................................... Devon
Refreshments ........................................................Elaine
Past President ........................................................ Tim

MEETING TIME 6:30-8 pm

MEETING AGENDA: Club show and critique.
Bring a tree or two for our fall show and tell.

Konichiwa,
Well, summer has been as indecisive as ever
this year. We saw eighty degrees in March,
torturous heat and drought early in the summer, and now leaves are already turning colors and falling. What a strange year it has
been. I’m a little worried that if we stay on
schedule and wait until October to discuss
overwintering, it may be too late. If the weather predictions are correct we will have seen an
overnight low below fifty degrees before the
upcoming meeting. At this point an early frost
would not surprise me at all. Ok, enough small
talk about the weather. But seriously, keep an
eye on the forecast.
Our September meeting is intended to be a culmination of this year’s lectures and workshops. My
A Beech in Summer/Fall Splendor
goal has been to proceed through the processes of
creating a bonsai beginning with raw or nursery material. Starting in February, we went over some of
the essential bonsai equipment we use. It is important to have the right tool for the job. March came
with a discussion and demonstration of repotInside This Issue
ting techniques. These apply to both potting up
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and potting on, as some like to say. This may be
the most crucial step that separates bonsai from
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other potted plants in terms of techniques, pot• Bonsai Tasks in September ..................... 02
tery, and media. Then, armed with the tools and
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confidence to tear at the roots of a tree, we went

into a discussion on bonsai styles. This was not
as straightforward as I had thought it might be.
There are many sources of information regarding traditional bonsai styling. Books can tell you
what styles are appropriate for certain trees and
vice versa. The difficult part is looking at your
starting material and visualizing its potential
outcome. For some of my trees, this has taken
years. If nothing comes to you, don’t fret over
just keeping a tree alive. You may lose some
time, but getting to know the needs of a tree before you cut it up can save you the tree in the
end. We followed this with a talk about what
makes a bonsai display complete. We went into
the finer details of “finishing” a tree. Of course
a bonsai is never actually “finished”, but when a
tree is displayed in all its glory, the details must
be tended to. And if it is to be judged, the artistic
guidelines should be followed. The two following workshops gave everyone the opportunity to
bring in any tree they were interested in working
on and draw from the cumulative knowledge and
experience of the Badger Bonsai Society. This
brings us to our last two meetings of the growing
season.
September’s meeting will be a chance for everyone to bring their favorite tree or two. Don’t
be intimidated by the words “judging” and “critiquing”. Any of this will be done in a friendly,
constructive manner. You will probably be asked
to introduce your tree. If possible, bring in pictures of the tree during its development. The
club website can be a great source of archived
pictures if the tree has been in previous shows
over the years. Each tree has a story. I have seen
dramatic changes in some of my trees. Sometimes you don’t realize how much the tree has
grown and changed until you look back at older
pictures. It’ll be a good time. We did this a couple years ago.

it would be well received. Next month we’ll be
talking again about overwintering. Summer never seems to be as long as I remember it being
when I was younger. Oh, well. See you all soon.
-Matthew

VP Beau D Goes Abroad
My travel site is: dangertravels.com
I encourage people to use the sign up form on the
left side of the site to get email updates. - Beau

Bonsai Tasks in September
www.buffalobonsaisociety.com/bonsai_in_september.html

As the days grow shorter, your trees will begin
to slow their growth. As temperatures drop, they
begin to prepare for dormancy
Now is also time to start watching the nighttime
lows in regards to any tropical bonsai that you
may have outside for the summer. While some of
them may not be harmed by a short duration dip
in temperature, others should not be subjected to
temperatures below 50 degrees. This is the time
of year that I am constantly moving trees inside
my greenhouse when the predictions are for temperatures below 50, and moving them back out
in the morning. We still can expect some good,
warm fall days. You should also begin spraying
those trees that will go into the house for the win-

If anyone has pictures or would like to share
about their trip to the Chicago show, I’m sure
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ter to eliminate any unwanted critters that would In preparing your trees for the cold months ahead,
love to winter over inside also.
we should be altering our fertilizing program. If
you are feeding a high nitrogen fertilizer, now is
I do not advocate any wiring or repotting in the the time to switch to a 0-10-10 or some similar
fall, however, pruning may continue except on low or no nitrogen formula. It you are feeding
flowering trees as the flower buds are now being 7-9-5 or 7-7-7 you may continue with the same
set and you would remove them, reducing the formula until the temperatures dictate to stop ferdisplay for the spring.
tilizing. This will not only enhance the fall colors, but will harden your trees and reduce winter
Start thinking fall
die back. This is a must for your Maples, Elms,
It is not too soon to begin thinking about winter Hackberrys, Hornbeams and other such decidustorage. If you have had success with your previ- ous trees. This is not as critical on your conifers,
ous year’s methods, by all means continue to do however it is still a good idea for them too.
the same. If you have some misgivings, perhaps Start planning now. Don’t get caught should the
some of the following may be of help.
weather suddenly take a turn for the worse. Remember, this is Western New York.
An unheated garage or porch is usually preferred
by most of our members. Care should be exer- Enjoy what warm days we have left.
cised that the temperature does not drop below
25 degrees for any prolonged duration. Buckets of water will help to provide this protection.
Since water can’t go below 32 degrees when
frozen, the buckets will act as heat exchangers,
warming the colder air surrounding the frozen
buckets of water that are in the garage.
Quick Tips:

• Some members utilize a cellar window well,

covered to retain heat from the basement.
• An outside cellar stairway is also an excellent

storage area.
• Many bonsai enthusiasts bury their trees, pot

and all, in their garden, in a protected spot and
mulch them for the winter.
• Cold frames are another good winter storage area.
• Wherever you decide to keep your trees for

the winter, guard against critters that would
feast on them.
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35th Annual Mid-America Bonsai Exhibit Photos
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